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is maintained concerning them. It is stated that the 
results will soon be laid before the Emperor, which 
seems to indicate that the discovery is regarded as 
one of great importance. 

. . .. 

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NEW YORK STREET-CAR 
MOTORMEN. 

To the man in the street, the running of a 38·foot 
electric car of the underground conduit system, at a 
fairly high rate of speed, through the most crowded 
and busy streets of the world, is a matter which in
volves merely the turning of a controller-handle and 
of a brake-lever in obedience to the signals given by 
the conductor. But the man on the car is chosen, not 
because his work is apparently so simple, but because 
he has proved his fitness to hold his position by an 
arduous preliminary training. The heavy cars of our 
large cities cannot be controlled unless the starting 
apparatus be properly manipulated, unless the brakes 
are operated in a certain way, and cannot be safely 
driven through an interminable stream of wagons 
unless the motormen have no inconsiderable presence 
of mind and reasonably good judgment. 

In order to train its men to think and act with 
coolness and precision, the Metropolitan Street Rail
way Company established a training·school some two 
years ago, in which ambitious recruits were to be 
systematically taught how to become not only accept
able motormen, but also fairly good electricians, thor
oughly familiar with the mechanical and electrical 
construction of an electric car. The school was the 
first of its kind ever founded. When it was started 
by President Vreeland it was scoffed at; but the best 
proof of its success is to be found in the fact that the 
street railway·companies of the largest cities have fol
lowed the example of the New York company. 

Before he is admitted to this training-school, the 
applicant is examined by a physician. If his eyes be 
weak, or if he be not sufficiently robust, he never even 
sees the training-school. The applicant who has suc
cessfully passed the physical examination is admitted 
to the school, and is assigned to one of thirty dummy 
car-platforms, disposed around the classroom, each 
fitted with a controller, a brake, a ground-switch, and 
a fuse-box. He is given a book of rules-his electric
car gospel-which he must learn as thoroughly as he 
once learned his forgotten catechism and the Ten Com· 
mandments. The breaking of one of these rules is a 
sin for which almost any punishment may be meted 
out. But, of all offenses, the most heinous is the 
neglect to remove the handles of the controller UpOll 
leaving the car. "Never leave the car-platform for 
an instant without removing the handles of the con
troller," is so thoroughly and persistently dinned into 
the embryo motorman's ears that the rule is followed 
in the end almost instinctively. Even the men who 
are tolerated in the school merely because they will not 
be convinced of their unfitness, never leave the dummy
platform with the controller-handles in place, although 
as a ruse they may be called by the instructor to his 
desk to receive some paltry information. 

During the few days passed on the dummy platform, 
the motorman is taught how to start his imaginary 
car without hurling the passengers from their seats, 
and how to stop gradually under ordinary circum
stances, and suddenly in a case of emergency. The 
advisability of turning the controller-handle one con
tact-point at a time, so that the power is applied grad
ually, is forcibly impressed upon him. In order that 
he may obey the signals of the conductor, the school
master conveys his orders largely by means of an 
ordinary car-bell. 

When he has learnt the rudiments of his calling, the 
pupil is taught something of the mysteries of electri
city. He is taken to the classroom controller, the 
casing of which is open, so that all who have eyes may 
see how it is constructed, and the meaning of each 
contact-point, each resistance, is clearly explained. He 
is taught how to cut out the disabled motor of a car 
from tile �ontroller, and how to manipulate the re
versing-lever. The terms "multiple" and "series" are 
defined not only in unmistakable words, but objective
ly by means of the controller and the motors. 

For this purpose the classroom is equipped with an 
operative skeleton-car, jacked up from the fioor so 
that its wheels may spin with even more freedom 
than they would on the road. At this period the motor
man enters upon the most difficult part of his edu
cation. On the road he must be able not only to run 
his car in a manner which will be a credit to his 
teaching, but he must also be able to locate open 
circuits whenever occasion may require. Accidents 
of all kinds may happen, and the pupil must be able 
to cope with them bafore he is graduated. Each man 
in turn is placed on the platform of the skeleton-car, 
is instructed practically how to operate the apparatus 
of which he has charge, and how to locate open cir
cuits on a "dead" car, as it is called in road parlance. 
If, after having been brought to a stop, the car re
fuses to move when the current is turned on, the 
motorman knows that something must be amiss. In 
accordance with the teaching of the instructor, he 
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orders the conductor-usually another pupil-to switch 
on the lights. When the glow within the car shows 
that current is at hand, the motorman steps from 
his platform and examines the overhead switches on 
both ends of the car, not, however, without removing 
his handles. Should the switch-handles be in proper 
position he inspects the fuse-boxes. If he finds that 
a fuse has been burnt out he proceeds to the ground
switches to cut off the current, then inserts a new 
fuse, replaces the ground· switches, mounts his plat
form again, and starts the car. But if the fuses be 
intact the motorman is instructed to cut out the 
motors in succession from the controller in order to 
ascertain which motor is defective. Should the lamps 
fail to light he examines the ground-switches. If 
they be properly set and the headway short, he knows 
that nothing can be done and that the following car 
must push him to the terminus. But if the headway 
be sufficient he continues his inspection. Entering the 
car he lifts a trap· do or and examines the leads of the 
plow by which the current is f�d to the motors. If 
the circuit be open a t the regular connections the 
leads are replaced in position; but if they be properly 
connected, then the motorman knows that some in
jury has been sustained which he cannot repair and 
that his car must be pushed to the stable. This in
struction in making repairs is accompanied by striking 
illustrations of the cons�quences of the motorman's 
breach of the lnfiexible rule which requires him never 
to leave the car-platform without removing the con
troller-handles. Either the instructor or an advanced 
pupil plays the part of an excitable, forgetful motor
man-the man who, when he finds that his car will 
not start, leaves his controller-handle perhaps on the 
sixth or ninth point, frantically rushes off to renew a 
burnt fuse or turn a switch-handle to its proper posi
tion, and then suddenly finds himself standing alone 
with his car speeding away so rapidly that it cannot be 
easily overtaken. 

When a car is disabled by an open circuit and the 
brakes faii to arrest the car, the motorman is in
structed to pull the reversing-lever toward him and 
then to turn the controller-handle to the sixth point. 
Thus the motors are placed in multiple and con· 
verted into dynamos, sufficient power being genera.ted 
to stop the car almost immediately. If an emergency 
stop be necessary, the brake is released, the power 
is reversed, the controller-handle turned to the first 
point, and sand applied to the rails. Should a fuse 
or automatic switch be blown out, the controller
handle is moved to the sixth or ninth point, whereby 
the car is stopped in the manner already described. 
The motorman must also learn that, when on a heavy 
grade, an open circuit requires his attention and that 
the brake fails to hold his car, he has only to turn 
the controller-handle to the sixth or ninth point to 
stop the car, the reversing being left in the forward 
position since the car is already traveling backward. 

The skeleton-car is provided with the usual reo 
sistance panels, raised, however, so that they can be 
readily seen, and fitted with lamps which clearly 
indicate when the resistance is partially or entirely 
cut in or out of the circuit. By means of these re
sistance lamps, the controller, and wiring· charts, the 
men are taught that with the controller-handle on the 
first point, the 1,550-volt current furnished by the 
power-house passes through all the resistance; that 
on the second point, one·quarter of the resistance is 
cut out; that on the third point, one-half the resistance 
is cut out; and that finally when the fifth point is 
reached, the motors are running in series with all 
resistance out. The transition from the fifth to the 
sixth point connects the motors in multiple, the con
troller-handle passing over three unmarked transi
tion points. The motorman is instructed to make this 
transition rapidly, so that the motors may sustain 
no injury from the change to multiple. On the first 
transition point one-quarter of the resistance is cut 
in; on the second transition point three-quarters of 
the resistance are in the circuit, the motors still 
being in series. On the third transition point, motor 
No. 2 is dropped out of the circuit. On the sixth 
point both motors are in multiple with three·quarters 
of the resistance in the circuit. On the seventh point 
one-half of the resistance is in the circuit; and on 
the ninth point, the resistance is out of the circuit, 
both motors running under full speed in multiple. 

The training which the motorman receives on the 
skeleton-car is supplemented by lectures on the method 
of crossing avenues and streets through which other 
cars travel. For classroom demonstration two sets 
of channel-rails are used, separated any desired dis
tance, to represent the breach in the underground 
conductor. The schoolmaster constantly reiterates the 
necessity of shutting off the power at the point in
dicated by long white marks on the road, and of 
"fioating" across the break. The consequences of 
turning off the power without sufficient headway are 
shown by means of a plow used in connection with the 
channel-rails. 

When the applicant has learnt in the school all that 
he need know, he must pass through a post-graduate 
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course on the road under the guidance of an expert 
motorman before he is permitted to don the blue uni· 
form which is his diploma, and to mount the platform 
of his own car. If the road practice prove that he 
has not fully grasped all that the instructor has im
pressed upon him, he is either sent back to the class
room, provided there is still hope for him, or sum· 
marily dismissed without ever entering the service 
of the company. The road is the crucial test which 
the training· school graduate must withstand. There 
all his faults and all his virtues glaringly exposed are 
carefully observed by the chief instructor; and there 
the electric-car career of many an applicant ends. 

Our article has been confined to the training of the 
electric-car motorman. But the school is also equipped 
with the dummy platform of an air-motor car, and 
with a cable-grip. The air-motor car is controlled 
with more difficulty; than a locomotive; and for that 
reason not more than ten per cent of the training 
school pupils are capable of manipulating its complex 
starting apparatus. Nowadays the cable·car grip is 
rarely used. In ten or fifteen years the tall model 
which now stands in the classroom and towers above 
everything else will be a relic of the bygone days of 
the cable-car-an interesting, antique curiosity. 

• •• • 

Auto.nobile Ne\"s. 

A long trip through Algeria has been lately made 
by Messrs. Joseph and Pierre de Crawhez, two promi
nent chauffeurs. Starting from Algiers, they proceeded 
toward the south, passing through Boghari, Djelfa and 
Laghouat, then retu.rning by way of Bou-Saada and 
Aumale. The distance covered on the tour is about 
850 miles, in a region where the roads are but little 
more than footpaths. The machines were an object of 
curiosity to the natives, as well as to the Europeans, 
who saw an automobile visit their region for the first 
time. 

Some additional information has been received as 
to the operation of electric omnibuses in Berlin. An 
omnibus line has been lately put in operation to 
connect the Stettin and Anhalt depots. The Siemens 
& Halske vehicle with which the company has been 
making experiments during the last year has proved 
satisfactory. This omnibus has 12 places interior and 
6 on the rear platform. The battery of 44 Pollak ele
ments is placed under the seats and is sufficient for 
a 10 to 12 mile run. The present line is about 2% 
miles long and the trip is made in 25 minutes. The 
fare for the whole distance is 2V� cents. Each om
nibus makes about 60 miles per day; the route has 
some rather steep grades, reaching 7 per cent. At 
each end of the line is a central station for charging 
the batteries. The new system is said to work well 
and there is some talk of establishing other omnibus 
lines in diffaren t parts of the city. 

The annual automobile race, organized by the St. 
Petersburg Club, had to be abandoned on account of 
a heavy snowfall, and postponed till a later date. The 
race was fixed for the 17th of February, and seven 
competitors were engaged, Messrs. Mazi, Barkett, Hen
rik and Loginoff in large machines and Sourmetz, 
Krouspsky and Alexieff in motocycles. The prize was 
a challenge cup. The day before the race the ther
mometer marked 18 degrees below zero (Centigrade), 
and thick whirlwinds of snow filled the air. Four of 
the competitors declined to run; the other three left 
the next morning by railroad for Alexandrovskaya, on 
the Warsaw line, from which the start was to be made. 
Upon arriving the starter made a tour in his machine 
and decided that the snow was too deep to permit Of 
running. The jury, composed of Dr. Klimenko. secre
tary of the club, and two other members, then declared 
the race off. 

The Automobile Club of America now has clubrooms 
adjacent to Central Park, and a fine library and grill 
room are provided. The Board of Governors has issued 
a resolution asking all members to regard the speed 
regulations. They strongly disapprove of an excessive 
rate of speed on the public highways, in disregard of 
the comfort and safety of other users of the common 
roads, as an injury to the sport and to a great industry. 
They expect that when members driving automobiles 
meet a driver of a horse or horses which are restive or 
frightened, the automobilists, on request or a signal 
fr.om such driver, will in all cases stop and use every 
precaution to avoid the possibility of an accident. Any 
member of the club who shall be found, after a fair 
hearing, to be guilty of driving at a dangerous or ex
cessive speed on the public highway, or who has disre
g''l.rded the comfort and safety of other users of ttte 
same QY failure to stop when requested by the drivers 
of frightened horses, or who has been guilty of such 
conduct in the use of automobiles on the highways as 
shall tend to bring odium or reproach on the organiza
tion, shall be duly warned and suspended, and upor 
the repetition of such offense, shall be expelled from. 
the club. This step taken by the Automobile Club of 
America will win respect for the organization, which 
has always done everything In its power to help, not 
only the sport, uut the motor industry as well. 
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